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**GONZAGA STUDENTS DEFEAT OPPONENTS IN FORENSIC MEET**

Win 3 Out of 4 Debates in Underclassmen's Debate

SCORED 72 PERCENT

Yale, St. Louis, Stanford, Washington and
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Key.

Vandal Prized To Cross Up Beaver Defense; Driving Section Planned for Game

**ARGONAUT STAFF**

Vandal Prized To Cross Up Beaver Defense; Driving Section Planned For Game

W. C. B. PROP ON AIR FRIDAY

**SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM THE ARGONAUT STAFF**

The annual speech was broadcast Sunday afternoon at 4 p.m. in Studio 30, College of Arts and Sciences. It was presented by Mr. W. C. B., who also announced that the "Holiday" program will be broadcast. The program will feature the vocal and instrumental groups of the University of Idaho.

**LIVE ON AIR**

**STATE FORESTER SPEAKS AT MEET**

A. W. Middleton Discusses C. C. C. Plans at XI Sigma Pi Dinner

A. W. Middleton, state forest supervisor, gave the center piece of a speech on the C. C. C. plans at the recently held meeting of Sigma Pi fraternity at the University of Idaho. At 3:30 p.m., Friday evening at 130 E. 2nd St., Mike Cosart, Sigma Pi, introduced Mr. Middleton, who presented the plans for the C. C. C. in Idaho. He outlined the objectives of the C. C. C. and explained how the program would be carried out in Idaho.
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A. W. Middleton Discusses C. C. C. Plans at XI Sigma Pi Dinner

A. W. Middleton, state forest supervisor, gave the center piece of a speech on the C. C. C. plans at the recently held meeting of Sigma Pi fraternity at the University of Idaho. At 3:30 p.m., Friday evening at 130 E. 2nd St., Mike Cosart, Sigma Pi, introduced Mr. Middleton, who presented the plans for the C. C. C. in Idaho. He outlined the objectives of the C. C. C. and explained how the program would be carried out in Idaho.

**VANDAL PRIZED TO CROSS UP BEAVER DEFENSE, DRIVING SECTION PLANNED FOR GAME**

The Idaho Chapter of Cardinal Key Installed by Brother Organization Last Saturday

**CLASS CUT SHORT FOR ASSEMBLAGE WEDNESDAY AT 10**

Norman Hapgood Will Lecture: Give Scholarship Trophies

**Curtain at 10 A.M.**

**Speaker Iris Varied Carner; Noted For Knowledge**

**Future home of**

**The University Symphony Orchestra**

**LARGEST CROWD HEARS IDAHO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT**

The university symphony orchestra presented a program, which included a distribution of membership tickets for the coming season. The program consisted of...
**Announcement**

**Dr. J. H. BURGES**

**OPTOMETRIST**

**PRESCRIPTIONS OR SHOPPING**

Will open his office

Saturday, January 27th

New Creighton Bldg.

Moss, Idaho

---

**Village Florist**

*Are you only until the end of the semester to have your flowers sent?*

Our lovely and charming arrangements will be sure to please all. Many lovely arrangements are available to choose from.

---

**Latah Brand Butter and Ice Cream**

Also Cream, Milk and Buttermilk

Pasterized Products

Latah Creamery Co.

PHONE: 2274

---

**precious Gems.....**

are costly and they are out of the price range of the average college student. They will not be sold or given as gifts, but they can be sold or given to friends or relatives.

---

**Fruit Every Day, Keeps Your Blood Going Okay**

Fruits and vegetables furnish the body with the necessary vitamins which balance the acids in the body. The five colors between red, yellow, orange, green and blue give most of the necessary vitamins.

---

**Hawk-Eye On Duty**

Hawk-Eye has been seeing quite a bit of action lately. No news of any excitement this week, however. The weather has been quite good and the campus has been quite deserted.

---

**Campus Clips by Boyd**

State-staff artists, publishers, attend the University of Washington at Seattle on Friday, July 4th, to attend the Olympic Games.

---

**Bulletin Board**

Alumni members are invited to attend the annual alumni meeting on Thursday evening, July 3rd. The meeting will be held in the Alumni Room on the third floor of the Alumni Building.

---

**Vanderab Beads & Beat Kittens**

Cleaver Floor and Work Shop for Winnie

---
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Hawk-Eye has been seeing quite a bit of action lately. No news of any excitement this week, however. The weather has been quite good and the campus has been quite deserted.
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**Service**

Our entire staff is here to serve you. Please be sure to let us know when and how we can assist you.

---

**precious Gems.....**

are costly and they are out of the price range of the average college student. They will not be sold or given as gifts, but they can be sold or given to friends or relatives.

---

**Shoe Repairing done by ART**

Satisfaction Guaranteed. We Deliver.

STEWARD'S SHOE SHOP

---

**At the university, the orchestra of the symphony played a difficult selection which they have not experienced in class, and the audience was pleased with the result.**

---

**Comparable to Any**

The university symphony orchestra played a difficult selection which they have not experienced in class, and the audience was pleased with the result. The university has a large number of students who have not experienced this type of music, and the orchestra did an excellent job.

---

**Norman Happay, Wednesday**

Again the public committee offers a prominent speaker to the university in the person of Dr. J. H. BURGES, who will speak on the subject of **"Comparing the Student's Life"**.

---

**Vanderab Beads**

Beads can be made from various materials, such as glass, plastic, or metal, and they can be strung together to form a necklace. The choice of materials and design depends on personal preference.
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Society and Women's Activities
Marjorie Druding, Women's Editor

Formal and Informal Dances Carried Out Unusual Themes

Social activities on the campus last week were amusing and unique. Formal and informal dances were held on the campus.

Bonquet and Dance Given by Gamma Phi

The joint initiation and installa- tion banquet for newly initiated members of Gamma Phi was held at the Blue Restaurant. The table was decorated with blue and white flowers. The guests were Miss Dorothy C. Cherry, Gamma Phi National, and Miss Dorothy H. M. Brown, Gamma Phi President. Several of the Gamma Phi girls were present.

Dinner Dance Given by Gamma Phi

These informal dances were held at the Blue Restaurant on Saturday evening. The dance was given by Gamma Phi Pi and was attended by several Gamma Phi girls and guests.

Only a Short Time
REMAINS TO HAVE YOUR SITTING FOR THE GEM

Wren Brundage, Manager

Sterners' Studio
Call 2245 For Appointment

WATCH BRACELETS
That Add Chic Appearance With Quality Built Into Them Are To Be Found In Our Large Assortment.

Corner Drug & Jewelry Store

"THERE IS A THRILL IN A GIFT AT A JEWELRY STORE"

The New Spring
MALLORYS
Are Here

Clever and Different-
Sure! Pitch and prong to flatter one's face. Junyty and becoming models in new gay Spring Shades. Good, old Mally quality in every boot-and-heel at the raise in price.

$4.00

ASH FOR BOOKS
DRUG & BOOK STORE
WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ALL USABLE SECOND SEMESTER TEXTS

AS FOR BOOKS
HODGINS' DRUG & BOOK STORE
WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ALL USABLE SECOND SEMESTER TEXTS
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S. A. I. PLANS SONG CONTEST

AUCTION AT SUNDAY MEETING

Ten Teams Play in Saturday Night Beach Basket Tum

Hold in Chicago Was Last Year the 15-Point Challenge Trophy. This year's activities were held at the Blue Restaurant last Saturday afternoon. The event was attended by several S. A. I. members.

To Hold "Tooters" TROT ON SATURDAY

Four Campus Bands to Play Saturday Night at Blue Basket Inn

Reversing the old tradition that maintains no person is permitted to give a nod that is negative, the quietness of the campus will be broken by the midnight noises of the campus bands. The theme for this year is to be "Toot the Horn" and all campus bands will play on the campus.
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